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emerging from the desperate struggles with domestic revo-
lution and foreign intervention, gave effective assistance in
the form of arms and money to Turkey in her war against
Greece.
No less important for Turkey's rehabilitation was the
conclusion of separate agreements between the Angora
Government on the one hand and France and Italy on the
other.8 France, who was suspicious of, and Italy, decidedly
hostile to, British aspirations in the Near East and fearful
of England's preponderant position in that region because
of her naval supremacy, were quick to abandon the Allied
front at the first indication that the Greek expedition might
end in a failure, and sought to insure their own interest
by dealing separately with the Kemalist government. Thus
they left Great Britain virtually the sole opponent of
Turkey. Thanks to the active assistance of Soviet Russia,
to the shrewd policy of the Turkish leadership in consoli-
dating the country's diplomatic position and to the fine
spirit of the revitalized Turkish army, the Greco-Turkish
war ended in the disastrous defeat of Greece. In the last
phase of the war, the march of the victorious Turkish
armies threatened to bring about an open armed conflict
with Great Britain.
It was after several months of stalemate that the Turkish
army launched into a large scale offensive along the
Sakaria on August 18, 1922. Within three weeks, the
8 Treaty of March 12, 1921, between Turkey and Italy concerning
the economic exploitation of Southern Anatolia. Martens, Nouveau
recueil general de traites (3rd Ser.), Vol. 13, pp. 335^. Treaty of
October 21, 1921, between France and Turkey. League of Nations
Treaty Series, Vol. 54, p. 177. British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 114,
p. 771; concerning the controversy between Great Britain and France
relating to this agreement, see ibid., pp. 293*?.

